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'Ihe multivariate rotation method of quantitative shape analysis as 
developed by Parks (1981; 1982) was applied to a representative 
• population of middle Miocene benthic forarninifera frcm the Oalvert and 
Choptank Fo1mations of the middle Atlantic Coastal Plain. 
dimensional outlines of foraminifera tests were converted to X,Y 
coordinates (graphical representation of each 
oriented and reduced to 36 equiangular radial lengths. Principal 
canponents analysis of radial length data further reduced each shape to 
six variables or principal ccmponent scores, acc.ounting for approximately 
~ of the original shape info1mation. Q-toode cluster anaJysis and 
multiple discriminant analyses of canponent sc.ores classified each 
foraminifera shape into one of 32 norphological gi-oups. 
Based on the relative percent of all 32 norpho-groups present within 
samples taken at discrete stratigraphic intervals, c.orrelation of similar 
stratigraphic levels both along strike and down dip V/aS achieved. Four 
major norphological groups: Bean, Polygonal, Bulbous, and Elongate; 
delineated fran shape c.ontinuruns of 32 norpho-groups dem:mstrated both 
"'"' intra- and interf ormational shape trends. Ibth graphical ccmparisons and 
Q-m:xie cluster analysis of four major nvrpho-group percentages inclic:ated 
a grad11aJ shift f ran bean shapes to elongate and asymnetric (polygona.l 
and bulbous IIDrpho-groups c:anhined) shapes over time. Systematic 
distibution of benthic foraminiferal ~rphologies is inferred by the 
gra.d1JaJ istic nature of the observed shape trends . These trends closely 
1 
• 
mi11or a lazge scale · tal shift in the Salisbury • 11iay11, :nt 
during the middle Miocene fran sbaJ low, CDOl t.,,,ie1ate marine waters to 
very shallow, cxx,l to nnderately warm water. 
Water depth, either directly or indirectly is ama.jor factor 
controlling n1unerous enviraroenta.l. par'31Deters such as temperature 
extremes, salinity, turbidity, axygenatiai and JiI and substrate natirre. 
These enviromnental factors undoubtahly influence f01aminifera gitMtli as 
well as impact the distribution of species and consequently their 
associated m::>rphologies. The shapes and shape trends observed are 
believed to reflect the the major ecolcgical conditions which ccmtrol 
their distribution. 
2 
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CBAPIBR 1 
With the advent of cc1,qruter imaging techniques that are able tD 
quantify entire t».o-dimensional shapes, it is nCJN possible for aco1rate 
and objective quantitative 0101iarisons of "shape" itself rather than 
c.anparisons based on sc 1,e ''characteristic ccmponent'' of shape. Various 
methods of quantitative shape analysis (Clark, 1981) were originally 
developed as an interpretive tool in sedimentological studies of~ 
grains . Numerous studies of quanti ta.ti ve gxuaj n shape (Mazzul lo et. al . , 
1084; Gibson, 1985; Siwiec, 1Q86) have been successful in delineati~ 
provenance, transport history and depositional enviraaoents of 
sedimentary deposits. 
The importance of objective reccwiition of distinct biologic shapes 
has been a critical aspect of paleontology ever since the identificatiai 
of independent species and the inception of the species concept. 
Applying quantitative methods of shape analysis to biologic f mms reduces 
the subjectiveness in an area of paleontology where only broad 
generalizations were made previously. 
Benthic foraminifera are well suited for quantitative shape 
analysis. They are one of the IIx:>St widely used living and fossil groups 
for reconstniction of environments and paleoenvironments of the marine 
bottcm. Beca11se the "life" environment of benthic foraminifera is 
believed to be a possible ca11se of variations in the number of species 
and the distribution of assemblages, as well as test shape, a study that, 
,. 
3 
• 
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• 
quantifies shape variability am1ag an entire fmma of benthic 
foiaminifera has direct environmental implications {Bandy, 1Q64; Pflm 
and Frerichs, 1(176). 
The ability to constrajn the paleoecology of the sediments and 
associated fa,ma is an impot·tant factor when attmrpting to apply a c,u1se 
and effect relationship to an observed shape trend. The middle Miocene 
Calvert and Choptank F01mations of Maryland and Virginia meet or exceed 
these criteria. Their excellent exposure over a c.onsiderahle area of 
southern Maryland containing an abundance of well-preserved vertebrate 
and invertebrate (both macro- and microf auna) remains has resulted in a 
det.ajled determination of paleoecology throughout their depositiaial 
history (Gibson, 1962; Gernant et. al., 1971). Applying quantitative 
shape analysis to benthic forarninifera fran these deposits allows for a 
strong carqiarison of shape variability to environo1enta.l factors. 
This study utilizes the Multivariate Rotation Method of quantitative 
shape analysis, developed by Parks (1981, 1982), to meet the fella.ring 
objectives: 
1 . to quantify the range of shape variation within the entire 
population of benthic foraminifera fran the middle Miocene 
Calvert and Choptank Formations of Maryland and Virginia; 
2. to canpare shape signatures of faunas fran similar statigraphic 
levels within a defined geographic extent; 
3. to identify the presence of any specific shape trends auong the 
entire benthic foraminifera fauna; and, 
4. to describe the relationship between any shape trends and the 
independently determined paleoecology of these stratigraphic 
units. 
4 
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Since the developnent of carqniter technology with the ability for 
rapid and objective processing of large data ma.trices, work oo t.he 
biologic analysis of shape has focused on quantification of entire 
outlines. Ea.r ly bianetric studies made widespread use of data on the 
gross dimensi~ of structures and of measurements bet»reen well defined 
"landmarks" but were unable to determine lengths of vectors or curves 
(Scott, 1~). The eo1,hasis on gross dimensions has been due in part to 
instrument limitations (e.g. c.alipers), operational convenience and the 
precedents set by previous studies. 
Shortly after the developnent of quantitative shape analysis 
(SclrNarcz and Shane, 1969; Ehrlich and Weinberg, 1970) researchers 
applied various methods of this procedure to microfossils, specific.ally 
in numerous bianetric studies of planktonic foraminifera (Scott,1{175, 
1976, 1979, 1~; Healy-Williams and Williams, 1981), in analysis of 
ecophenotypic shape variation with latitude of a planktonic forarninifer 
(Lohmann, 19&3) and IIOSt recently in ascertaining evolutionary 
relationships between planktonic foraminifera genera (Belyea and 1bunell, 
1984). Apparently based upon precedents, quantitative shape studies of 
. t 
foraminifera have only been applied to planktonic species. 
The relationship between foraminifera test IID1=phology, habitat and 
environment bas not been well studied. Noteable exceptions include Bandy 
6 
'. 
• 
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(1004) who c.orrelated general trends in foraminiferal structure, 
canposi tion and f onn with cl1anges in bathymetry (ranging fran inner shelf 
to abyssal depths) and temperature. Brasier {1975) related norpholcgic:al 
adaptations of miliolidae foraminifera to the substrate stability of 
three generalized habitats. Chamney (1976) used cliamber shape and 
arrangement as a basis for classifying predaninantly agglutinated benthic 
foraminifera to aid in a large-scale correlation of marine environments 
and bathymetries. 
Recently, the shape variation arrong benthic forarninifera has shown 
great premise in detennining biofacies. Severin (1983) denvn.strated the 
capability of distinguishing biofacies ·entirely fran the test IIOrphology 
of benthic foraminifera. Although Severin did not strictly apply 
quantitative shape analysis, he did shO'N that the environment influenced 
the presence of specific shapes of Recent benthic foraminifera. Using 
the variations in shape within the entire benthic f orami nif eral f ru1na., as 
expressed by six visually classified norphological groups, Severin was 
able to delineate four biofacies; bay, 0-30 m, 30--60 m, and 60-110 m -
the same biofacies as those recognized by previous \\'Orkers on the basis 
of species occurences (Severin, 1983). 
Culver et. al. (1985) used variation in benthic foraminiferal 
m:>rphology as a tool for paleoenvironmental and paleobathymetric 
interpretations. While this study did not ca,q,are foraminiferal outlines 
as does quantitative shape analysis, it used quantitative descriptors of 
benthic foraroinifera tests describing test shape, cliamber arranganent, 
I • . 
6 
apertural characteristics, and surface sculpture (Oulver et. al., lB). I 
Cluster analysis established 11DDrphol~ical biofacies," of which many 
were depth related. Parks' multivariate rotation method of quantitative 
shape analysis {1982) has also been used (AyCXJX, 19&5) to show the 
m:>rphological variation in benthic foraminifera - specifically the 
change in shape with depth of tvo lblocene genera. 
Quantitative shape analysis was estahlie;hed in the early 1970's by 
Schwarcz and Shane (1900) and Ehrlich and Weinberg (1970) as a procedure 
for describing the tvo-dimensional shape of quartz gi·ajns. The method 
allOY1S shape to be quantitatively described on the basis that a two-
dimensional projection of a grain is representative of its three 
dimensional shape (Schwarcz and Shane, 1969). This early method 
approximated a grain's two-dimensinal outline by an expansion of the 
perimeter radius as a fwiction of angle alxmt the grain's cente{' of 
gravity by a Fourier series (Ehrlich and Weinberg, 1970). 
' 
Several authors have noted inherent problems of the Fourier method 
possibly producing ambiguous results. The ma.in c.ontentions a.re as 
follows: 
1. While harnonic amplitudes a.re rotation invariant, their associated phase angles are rotation dependent (Clark, 1981). Due to the difficulty of statistically processing paired data sets only the harnonic amplitudes are retained in Fourier shape analysis. As a result, phase angles and their associated sbapa information a.re ignored. 
2. Distinctly different shapes c.ould produce identical ha,rm:>nic amplitude spectra and similar shapes could produce different hanronic amplitude spectra if phase angles are disregarded (Parks, 1981) . 
7 
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3. The original shape c.annot be recxmstucted without the associated 
phase angle info1mation. 
4. ?*) simple relationship exists between a shape and the c.ollectiai 
of harnonic functions that Fourier shape analysis attempts to fit 
to it, especially for asynmetric fo1ms such as nnst foraminifera 
(Bookstein et. al., 198'2). 
Although the Fourier procedure has several intrinsic probleos it bas been 
closely followed by numerous investigators 
macrcr- and microfossil shape studies. 
Parks (1981) developed the Multivariate Rotation Met.bod of 
quantitative shape analysis as an alternative to Fourier shape analysis 
with its asscx:iated problems. This method has been successfully applied 
to shape studies of quartz grains (Parks, 198'2, 1983a, 1983b; Collins, 
1983; Gibson, 1985) , carbonate sands (Mengel, 1985) , pebbles (Siwiec, 
1986), benthic foraminifera (AycrJX, 1985) and bivalves (Glassburn, 1987). 
The Multivariate Rotation Method of shape analysis as applied in 
this study, initially enta.:i ls electronic.ally digitizing b\o-dimensional 
projected forarniniferal peripheries. This mnverts the silhouette into 
100+ X, Y coordinate pairs. A Fortran canputer program then rotates the 
outlines (represented by X,Y coordinates) to a CCllllDil orientation and 
subsequently corrects for mirror images by reversing the image a.round a 
N-S and/or E-W axis to a least squares best fit with an oriented 
reference shape. The 100+ X,Y coordinate pairs representing each outline 
are then reduced by cubic interpolation to 36 points at 10 degree 
intervals about the m,g,uted center of gravity. Radial lengths, the 
. 
8 
distanc.es frcm the ccx,qruted center of gxavity to each of the 36 points, 
are then a:1,q,uted. 
The 36 rotated radial lengths representing each shape are further 
reduced by principal canponents analysis (PCA). A reference sample fran 
this study, CDI1Sisting of 340 shapes, is subjected to PC'A, producing a 
"reference" principal ccmponent loadings matrix. PC'A transfotit.ti the 
original 36 variables (many of which are highly c.orrelated) to an equal 
number of orthogonal (unmrrelated) principal canponents. Only the first 
six cxmponents, which account for approxima.tely 00% of the variance in 
the reference data set, are used in further steps of the analysis. The 
"reference" principal canponent loadings matrix is used on all subsequent 
data sets to c.alculate principal canponent scores with respect to a 
single set of orthogonal reference axes. This step is essential for 
valid cotq>arisons of principal ccmponent smres between samples. The 
principal ccmponent scores are then subjected to various multivariate 
statistic.al procedures to ultimately unravel their paleoecologic.al 
• meaning. 
g 
' 
\ 
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The Salisbury embayment is a stnictural basin extending fran 
southern New Jersey through Delaware and southern Maryland to eastern 
Virginia. It has been a nearly continuous depocenter of marine sediments 
fran Cretaceous through Pliocene time although both basin depth and 
boundaries have varied over time due to tectonic and eustatic controls. 
The Chesapeake Group was originally defined for Miocene strata 
exposed along the western shore of Chesapeake Bay in southern Maryland. 
These deposits are exJX)Sed in a portion of the uplifted, landward 
extension of the Salisbury embayment. The Miocene Chesapeake Group of 
southern Maryland and eastern Virginia was divided into the Calvert 
(lower and !OYier middle Miocene), Choptank (middle middle Miocene), and 
St. Marys (upper middle Miocene) Formations by Shattuck (100'2). The 
Chesapeake Group has subsequently been subdivided and expanded by several 
workers to include strata ranging in age frcm upper Oliogocene to upper 
Pliocene (Ward, 1984a, 1984b). These units are listed in Table 3-1. 
Chowan River 
Yorktown 
TABLE 3-1 
S1RATIGRAPHY OF 'tDE _. ....... _ 
MF>Al:ffi/JES 
Colerain Beach Member 
Edenhouse Member 
Moore House Member 
Morgarts Beach Member 
Rushmere Member 
10 
upper Pliocene 
upper Pliocene 
upper Pliocene 
upper Pliocene 
upper Pliocene 
Eastover 
St. Marys 
Choptank 
Calvert 
Old Church 
L Sunken Meadow Member 
Cobham Bay Member 
Claremmt Manor Member 
Windmill Point beds 
Little Cove Point beds 
Conoy Member 
B:>ston Cliffs Member 
St. Leonard Member 
Drumcliff Member 
Calvert Beach Member 
Plum Point Marl Member 
Fairhaven Member 
Fran Ward (1984a, 1984b) 
lower/upper Pliocene 
upper Miocene 
upper Miocene 
upper middle Miocene 
upper middle Miocene 
upper middle Miocene 
middle middle Miocene 
middle middle Miocene 
middle middle Miocene 
lower middle Miocene 
lower middle Miocene 
lower and lower middle 
Miocene 
upper Oligocene and 
lower Miocene 
The Calvert, Choptank and St. Marys Formations of Maryland were 
subdivided into 24 "Zones" by Shattuck (1004) based on lithologic 
character and/or the presence or absence of laterally traceable 
macrofossil beds. In Shattuck's scheme, "Zones" 1-15 CXJlq:>rise the 
lowernost formation, the Calvert; the overlying Choptank was divided into 
"Zones" 16-~; and the St. Marys Formation, the uppernost unit, c.onsists 
of "Zones" 21-24. While other coastal plain 'WOrkers have proposed 
different classification schemes for these formations (see Dryden, 1936; 
Kidwell, 1984), Shattuck's subdivisions have persisted in the literature . 
• 
Gernant (1970) elevated Shattuck's "Zones" 16-~ of the Choptank 
Formation to member status: Calvert Bea.ch Member (Zone 16), Drmncliff 
11 
' 
Member (Zone 17), St. Leonard Member (Zone 18), Boston Cliffs Member 
(Zone 19) and the Conoy Member (Zone 20). 
3.2 CALVFJcr FCmlATION 
The Calvert Formation was divided into tWC> members by Shattuclc 
(1~): the Fairhaven Diatcmaceous Ea..rth ("Zones" 1-3) and the Plum Point 
Marls ("7.Dnes" 4-15). Ward (1985) separated Shattuck's "Zone" 1 into the 
Old Churc.h Forma.tion.leaving the Fairhaven Member consisting of "Zones" 2 
and 3. The Fairhaven rests unconformably on the Old Churc.h Fo1mation 
(Ward, 1984a, 1984b). This member is about 60 feet thick at its type 
locality and consists of a basal transgressive, argillaceous sand 
overlain by a silty diatcmaceous earth canposed of up to 00'/o diatan tests 
(Glaser, 1968). This lithology grades up into a hc:xrq,;eneous, fine 
a.rgillaceous sand. Macrofauna are found sporadically throughout the 
Fairhaven and consist predaninantly of pelecyJXXls (nolds and c.asts), 
shark teeth, fish vertebrate and other lx>ne fra{?}Dents. The Fairhaven 
sediments have been deeply leached, re.nnving virtually all c:a.rlxmate 
(Glaser, 1968). Microfossils, except for diatans, are absent frcm all but 
the upper few feet of sediment (Gibson, 1962), hence this member 'WaS not 
studied in this investigation. 
The Plum Point Member unconfonoahly overlies the Fairhaven Member. 
The strata c.onsist of bluish-gray to grayish-brown and buff sandy clays 
with several highly fossiliferous hori~. In contrast to the Fairhaven 
Member, the Plum Point Member is extremely fossiliferous. Macrofauna 
12 
include numerous vertebrates and a proliferation of uollusks ~ 231 
species have been described by Clark et. al. (1004). Microfauna are also 
numerous, including diatans, ostracoda and foraminifera. Gibson (1962) 
identified 41 species of benthic foraminifera fran the Calvert Formation, 
the majority of which are fran the Plum Point Member. The Plum Point 
Member has been subdivided into a number of "Zones" (4-15) based on 
fossil content and/or lithology. "Zone" 10 near the base of the member is 
a thick, laterally traceable shell bed which is widespread and diagnostic 
t 
of the Calvert Formation. This shell bed is exposed along Calvert Cliffs 
fran near Chesapeake Beach to 2-3 miles south of Plum Point where it dips 
below the beach, and at nmnerous inland exposures. 
12, a bone bed, and 14 are highly fossiliferous. 
In addition "Zones" 
' 
Figure 3-1 is a 
generalized stratigraphic column of the Calvert Formation illustrating 
these "Zones". 
The upper contact of the Calvert Formation with the overlying 
Choptank Formation has been a topic of debate ever since Shattuck 
established it at an unc.onformity he felt existed between his informal 
lithologic "?.ones" 15 and 16. The placement of this contact was based on 
his recognition of an unc.onformity between "Zones" 15 and 17 at Parker 
Creek in the Calvert Cliffs and Shattuck's extrapolation that that the 
unconformity must exist elsewhere between "Zones" 15 and 16. The 
majority of subsequent \\Orkers have had trouble not only c.onfirming this 
unconformity but locating the contact as it appears to be g:rada:tional. 
13 
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Figure 3-1 : Generalized stratigraphic col ,UDO of the Calvert Formation . 
Unit designations correspond to Shattuck's "Zones". Modified 
frcm Gernant (lWl). 
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Kidwell (1982) reo:1,uended that the contact between the Oalvert and 
Choptank be placed between the CAlvert Beach Manber ("Zone" 16) and t.he 
Drumcliff Manber ("Zone" 17). Kidwell based this proposal cm 
observations tha.t "Zones" 15 and part of 16 "are not vertically 
successive units separated by an unconformity but are instead two, 
slightly overlapping facies of a single laterally continuous unit." As 
further evidence Kidwell mentioned that "Zones" 15 and 16 (her 
Turritella-Pandora interval) are an interbedded muddy sand and clay 
) 
contaj ning thin stringers of shell with an upper contact that is a 
disconformity. Ward (1984a, 1984b) follONed Kidwell (1982) and placed 
the Calvert/Choptank mntact between the Calvert Beach Member and the 
Drumcliff Member. In addition he expanded the Calvert Beach Member 
(originally only "Zone" 16) to include Shattuck's "Zones" 14-16. In this 
context the Calvert Formation nON consists of three members - the 
Fairhaven Member ("Zones" 2 & 3), Plum Point Member ("Zones" 4-13) and 
CAlvert Beach Member ("Zones" 14-16). 
a.a aruPrANK FORMATION 
The placement of both the Choptank's lower and upper c.ontacts with 
the Calvert and St. Marys Formations respectively, have been the subject 
of recent revision. 'lbe lower contact as discussed previously, is placed 
at the disc.onfonnable base of the Drumcliff Me.mber ("Zone" 17). Recent 
field examinations in Maryland and Virginia (Blackwelder and Ward, 1976; 
Newell and Rader, 1982) have shown that the upper beds of the Choptank, 
15 
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the O:,noy Member ("Zone"~), are laterally equivalent facies wit.h the 
lONer beds of the St. Marys. Therefore, the C'aioy Member, although 
inappropriately established in a field guide, is nc,.v c.onsidered the basal 
member of the St. Marys Fo1mation (Ward, 1984a, 1984b). In essence, the 
five members of the Choptank as defined by Gernant (1970), have been 
reduced to three with the lowest member, the Calvert Beach Member, placed 
in the Calvert Formation and the uppernost member, the Conoy Member, 
marking the base of the St. Marys Formation . The abbreviated Choptank 
Formation nON consists of the Drumcliff Member ("Zone" 17), the St. 
Leonard Member ("Zone" 18), and the Ibston Cliffs Member ("Zone" 19). 
Figure 3--2 is a generalized stratigraphic column of the Choptankk 
Formation illustrating these recent revisions. 
The Choptank Formation is a elastic unit CDI1Sisting of fine 
yellowish-brown quartz sand and dense bluish-green, sandy clay. 
Occasional indurated layers are noteworthy, especially along Drumcliff, 
the typesection of the Drumcliff Member. Abundant fossil remains a.re 
disseminated throughout the formation. The Drumcliff Member ("Zone" 17) 
and the Ibston Cliffs Member ("Zone" 19) are well-defined shell beds 
ccmposed of tightly-packed m::>lluscan shells in a matrix of well sorted, 
fine yellowish-brown sand. The Drumcliff Member ranges frcm 6 to~ feet 
while the Ibston Cliffs Member varies less, ranging fran 12 to 15 feet 
(Glaser, 1968). The intervening St. Leonard Member is relatively 
unfossiliferous, attajns a maximum thiclmess of 18 to 22 feet and 
consists of bluish-green muddy fine sands to silts along Calvert Cliffs. 
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Choptank macrofai1na, consist of appraxima,tely 1~ species of 
nnllusks, several fish, echinoderms, bryozoans, sparse bra.chiopocls, and 
one coral (Clark et. al., 1004). Microfossils are also 'abundant, 
consisting predaninately of ostracoda and,,foraminifera with sparser 
diatans. Gibson (1962) :r:eports 41 species of benthic foraminifera fran 
the Calvert Formation . 
The first cotq>rehensive study of the Miocene Chesapeake Group's 
paleoecology was that of Gibson (1962) . Work by Gernant (1970) on the 
Choptank Formation and further analysis and S111111iaries by Gernant (1971), 
McLean (1969, 1970) and Kidwell (1982) aided in detailed determination of 
paleoenvironment and paleobathymetry of the Calvert and Choptank 
Formations. These results a.re S11111tiarized in Table 3-2. The following 
discussion, unless otherwise noted, follows Gibson (1962). 
Ckmpa.risons of benthic foraroinifera faunas with the present \ 
distribution of the same species indicates deposition of the Calvert and 
Choptank in roa.rine waters generally much shallower than 100 meters. The 
Calvert Formation was generally deposited in cool, shallow, temperate 
marine water with both a shallowing and slight warming trend present in 
the upper units. In general, the Choptank Formation was deposited in 
very shallow, CCX)l to uoderately warm waters. Apparently the Choptank 
was deposited in shallower water than much of the Calvert. This is 
indicated by the presence of certain benthic foraminifera such as 
18 
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Miliamoina fusca, which are indicative of very sba.J low marine to
 brackish 
waters. The shallORl.ng trend of the upper Calvert continues in
to the 
!<:Nier part of the Choptank. 
McLean (lg'lO) points out that the Choptank's mici'Of8111la is 
indicative of a relatively restricted environment in contrast w
it.h the 
underlying Calvert Fo1mation, roost likely in response to the 
decrease in 
basin size during Choptank time. Malkin's (1953) study of the ostracoda
. 
of these formations suggested that the Choptank sediments may
 represent 
less saline waters than those of the Calvert beca11se of a gre
ater 
proportion of ostracoda to foraminifera in the Choptank sampl
es. 
McLean's statistic.al analysis of Gernant 's (1970) f aunal data f ran the 
Choptank and Gibson's (1962) faun.al data on the Calvert, Choptank and S
t. 
Marys Formations indic.ates much shallovver paleodepths than tho
se reported 
by Gernant (1971). "The relatively sparse record for the Calvert 
indic.ates a preference of fauna in that fo1mation for depths r
anging frcm 
0-~; the Choptank seems to have shifted to a nnre median de
pth of 10 to 
30:n" (McLean, 1970; see Table 3-2 for details). Ki.dwell 's (198'2) 
detajled examination of deJX)Sitional cycles within the Calvert and 
Choptank Formations supports the earlier interpretations of G
ibson and 
Gernant. "Following an initial transgression to deep sublitto
ral marine 
environments, the Plum Point Member of the Calvert Formation a
nd the 
Choptank Formation record an overall regressive phase of depo
sition in 
the Chesapeake basin. This large-sc.ale pattern is revealed by
 the 
increasing physic.al and paleoecologic heterogeneity of success
ive 
I . 
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depositional sequences, slight but insistent coarsening up, increasing 
sma.11-scale litholc¥,ic variability and the appearance of assemblages 
tolerant of reduced water salinities" (Kidwell, 1982) . 
• 
TABLE 3-2 
P ALmBAmYME'JRY OF 1llE CAL VERI' It. <llDPTANK FORMATIONS 
" Zone"/ Ge.rnant Mclean Kidwell Forma.tion Member 1970/lWl 1970 1982 
Cboptank 19;&,su:m 25 to 35 meters of cool, 10 to ~ meters Subaerial? to very Cliffs temperate ocean water. generally shallow sublittoral 
18/St. Up dip f acies- lower bay 10 to 30 meters Very shal lOR sub-Leonard enviromnent. Normal marine littoral to shallow salinity or higher. sublittoral 
17/Drum DeiX)Sited in 8 to 2&n of M:xstly at am, Subaerial? to very Cliff open ocean water. At N,ni ni go to lQn, one sba] }CM sub} i ttoral Cliffs, deposited in about sample goes to 35 to 5Qn of ocean water. 4Qn. 
- Calvert 16/ Lover part,- 45 to 6Em of 10 to 30 meters Very sba]lOR sub-Calvert open ocean Vvater. Central littoral Beach and upper par1:r- shallON 
inner shelf c.ondi tions. 
15/ Sparsely fossiliferous- . Intermediate to ve:ry Calvert N:, depth data. shallow sublittoral Beach 
14/ Regression to appl'O>C. 35 to Littoral? to shallow Calvert 5Qn of open ocean water. S"Ublittoral Beach 
13/Plum Sparsely fossiliferous- Intermediate sub-Point No depth data.. littoral to very 
shallow sublittoral 
12/Plum Deposited in waters perhaps Deep sublittoral Point as deep as 75 to Enn. 
11/Plum Transition back to deeper Deep sublittoral Point -waters. 
10/Plum Approx . 30 to 40n of open Littoral? to shallow Point ocean -water sublittota.l 
5 - 9/ Depth increase to possibly Intermediate sublit-Plum 40 to 5&n of open ocean toral to sbaJ.lOR Point water. Greatest depth sublittoral during deposition of ZDne 8 
Zone 9 marks beginning of 
shallowing phase. 
4/Plum Pync:nodote percrassa bed. ·r.:-Shal }OR subll. ttoraJ. Point. Depth of abou 25 to 35m. 
I 
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4.1 SAMPU OIJEJ'iON 
A nearly continuous, 0101,lete section of the Maryland Miocene is 
exposed along the western shore of Chesapeake Bay frcm Oiesapeake Beach 
south to Little Cbve Point, Maryland. The Middle Miocene strata, 
Calvert, Choptank and St. Marys Formations, c.ollectively are about~ 
feet (92m) thick where exposed along the Calvert Cliffs although the 
cliffs attain a maximum height of 100 feet (31.m) at a given location. 
Beca11se of the regional dip of these uni ts of approximately 10 feet/mile 
to the southeast, virtually the entire Miocene section is progressively 
transected heading south fran Chesapeake Bea.ch where the Fairhaven-Plum 
Point contact is exposed to Little Cove Pt. where the St. Marys Formation 
outcrops - a distance of approxima.tely 25 miles (40km; Figure 4-1). 
Samples were collected frcm numerous exposures within southern 
Maryland and northeastern Virginia. The ma.jority of samples were 
collected along a transect of the Calvert Cliffs (Calvert County) on the 
western shore of Chesapeake Bay frcm Randle Cliff at the northern extent 
to just south of Calvert Bea.ch at the southern extent . The Drumcliff 
. ! 
Member was sampled at its type loc.ality, at Drum Cliff along the western 
shore df the Patuxent River. One inland exposure of the Calvert 
Fo1mation ("?ate" 10) was sampled in a ravine off Md. 381 (Prince 
George's County), just south of the town of Aquasco. Nanini Cliffs along 
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the western shore of the Potanac River (Westnoreland County) in 
northeastern Virginia exposes the upper Calvert and Choptank Fo1matioos. 
This locality, near the southern terminus of the Choptank Formation, was 
the only location sampled in Virginia. 
A total of zs samples were mllected at discrete stratigraphic 
\· 
intervals (spot samples) .. frun the Calvert (Fairhaven Member excluded), 
Choptank and St. Marys Formations. All the samples were obtained fran 
cliff exposures. The field method enta.iled using a traRel to clear the 
interval being sampled of several inches of outer sediment, effectively 
eJqX>Sing fresh, uncontaminated sediments. Large blocks of fresh sediment 
were then cut out of the cliff and all surfaces of the blcx:ks were broken 
off to further reduce the possibilty of sample c.ont..amination. The 
remajning sediment was bagged, and sediment and macrofossil descriptions, 
stratigraphic interval ("Zone", etc.) and locality were recorded. 
The samples were then returned to Lehigh University for processing 
in a sedimentological laboratory. This step of the analysis required 
splitting the sample to obta.in a 250g. (dry weight) subsample for 
processing. The sample was soaked and shaken in a scxiium metaphosphate 
solution to disperse sediment particle aggr·egates. The sediment was then 
wet sieved over a 4.0 phi (63 µm) sieve to release the silts and clays. 
t .. ·~ 
Becru1se foraminifera are larger than 63 microns, they are reta.ined with 
the coarse sediment fraction. The sand fraction (>4.0 phi) was dried and 
subsequently sieved through a stack of 1.0 phi (SCX> µm), 2.0 phi (250 
( 
µm) , and 2. 75 phi (150 µm) sieves wi. th a residue pan (63-149 µm) at the 
;, 
... 
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bottcm. Generally, m:st f01-arninifera are found in the 2.0 phi (250 ,a) 
and 2.75 phi (150 µm) size fractions. All size fractions were checked 
for foraminifera. The 2.0 phi fraction {250 µm) was found to 
CDI1.Sistently contajn the largest number of both individuals and species, 
and adult fo1ms. The 2.75 phi (100 µm) size fraction was the only other 
fraction found to contajn foraminifera - generally juveniles. 
Therefore, only these t'WO size fractions were picked for foraminifera 
with the maj n etq>hasis concentrated on the 2. 0 phi f ra.ction. This series 
of steps significantly reduced the volume of sediment for foraminiferal 
picking. 
The benthic foraminifera were picked fran the loose sediment with a 
n:oistened artist's brush under a binocular optical microscope. They were 
then m:runted on a clear glass microscope slide with gum traga.canth 
solution - a relatively transparent, wa:ter sol11ahle, non-shrinking 
One hundred or JIDre forams were nounted per slide with the 
dorsal side dovvn, establishing a stable, rrorpholcgically-standard 
position. This orientation also ensures that the plane of maximum 
·• 
tvo-di.mensional projection, contajning the maximum shape information, is 
projected. 
'l\s.o criteria were essential for utilizing a sample in the succeeding 
analysis: benthic foraroiniferal abundance and preservation. A minimum 
standard of 3CX)+ well preserved, coo1>lete individuals per sample was 
established so that a statistically valid data base \\Ollld be produced. 
While the majority of samples conta.ined foraminifera, a significantly· 
,· 25 
" 
soaJler number met these criteria. Generally, the samples that ccmtajned 
an abundant fauna were well preserved and those that only had a sparse 
fauna contajned individuals that were often partially broken or otherwise 
poorly preserved. The St. Marys Fo1mation was sampled and initially 
included in this study but only one sample collected fran this fo1ma.tion 
met the above criteria. As a result the St. Marys Forma,tion was excluded 
fran the study reducing the number of samples to 55. Strict adherence to 
' 
the aforementioned criteria further reduced the data base to 15 samples 
representing 45CX)+ foraminifera. Figure 4-2 contains the location of the 
samples used in this study. 
4. 2 DATA <mJJOC;flON 
The glass slides with the IIOUnted foraminifera were placed on the 
stage of a microprojector and each silhouette was projected onto a 
lbuston Instruments digitizing tablet. To electronically digitize the 
shapes, a cursor was manually traced a.round the periphery of each outline 
cnrq>leting a closed farm with the tablet in the swi tdi stream node. The 
position of the cursor cross-hairs was sampled at 25 millisemnd 
intervals, converting the two-dimensiona.l outline into a series of paired 
X, Y CCX)rdinates. Approximately 150--~ c.(X)rdinate pairs were CDllected 
for each foraminiferal image. This prcx:.edure was followed for 3X>+ 
~ foraminifera in each sample and the resulting X,Y c.oordinate data was 
stored on floppy disks for later analysis. 
The hardware utilized for this step is illustrated in. Figure 4-3. 
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It oonsists of a Fisher micrq,rojector, a lbustai Instrtunent Hi.pad II 
electronic digitizing tablet which is interfaced with a Zenith 148 
microcooputer, an external 10 megabyte Winchester hard disk drive for 
program and data storage and a netv.ork interface (similar to a DDdem) 
with a ma.i nf1-ame. co,qruter. 
The X,Y coordinate pair data representing each foraminiferal outline 
was p~ssed with a set of Fortran carq>uter programs, designed for an 
IIM-PC o:xtq>atible microccmputer. The initial data processing consists of 
tVYO ma.in steps - rotating and flipping the shapes to a coxuon 
orientation; and subsequent reduction of the digitized data to 36 points 
(radial lengths). 
The rotation program rotates the foram.iniferal outlines, represented 
by the X, Y mordinates, to a car1,on orientation using a principal axes 
algorithm (fran Tough and Miles, 1984) and subsequently corrects for 
mirror images by reversing the image around a N-S and/or E-W axis t.o a 
least-squares best fit to an oriented, asynmetric reference shape. The 
reference shape utilized in this study is illustrated in Figure 4 4. An 
algorithm by Hall (1976) was used to calculate the center of gi avi ty of 
each outline. The outlines, represented by 100+ X, Y coordinate pairs are 
reduced by a cubic interpolation procedure to 36 radial lengths at 10 
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degree increments about t.he cao1 ,uted center of gi·avi ty . The radial 
lengths are normalized to a unit area for each foraminiferal outline 
eljminating any possible size affect. A foraminiferal outline 
represented by 36 rotated radial lengths is illustrated in Figure 4-5. 
The principal axes algorithm (Tough and Miles, 1984) used in tJris 
study was extremely successful in aligning the foraminiferal outlines 
along a universal elongation axis. The effectiveness of this algorithn, 
producing mutual alignment of shapes, may indicate an inherent growth 
pattern in these benthic foraminifera which preserves a cor,aon, major 
axis of growth translation. 
A second Fortran program was used to edit the rotated radial length 
files. It was implemented after visual canparisons of the coxq,uter-
plotted rotated and flipped foraminiferal outlines with the original 
specimens indicated that an inc:orrect flip (mi11or image) had occured. 
This program allowed the operator to open the rotated lengths file, read 
and plot the shape on the screen and to either flip the image N-S and/or 
E-W (reorder the rotated radial lengths), skip an outline or read. the 
next one. In this manner, cotaron orientation of all the foraminiferal 
shapes was achieved without a significant reduction of outlines due to 
incorrect flips, allowing for meaningful canparisons between samples. 
f' 
These procedures achieve t-wo primary goals - universal·· orientation of 
all shapes for meaningful cau1>arisons and a signif ic.ant reduction in the 
amount of data (150-200 X,Y coordinates~ 36 RRL/outline) without an 
appreciable loss of information. 
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Figure 4-5: Foraminiferal outline as represented by 36 rotated radial 
lengths. 
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4.3.2. PRINC1PAL 
Principal canponents analysis (PCA) consists of a linear 
transformation of 'p' original variables to 'p' new variables, witli each 
new variable being a linear canbination of the observed variable (Davis, 
1986). The linear functions when represented geanetrically as vectors 
are mut11ally orthogonal. The first principal canponent always accounts 
for the maximum variance of all the linear functions derivable fran the 
given variables, the sec.and principal c.anponent accounts for the greatest 
proportion of the residual variance of all the linear functions of the 
given variables that are orthogonal to the first principal c.anponent and 
so on. When there are a large number of variables such as 36 rotated 
radial lengths, a large majority of the variance in the raw data matrix 
is acc.ounted for by a relatively soaJl number of c.anponents. The 
coefficients of the principal c.anponents a.re the principal c.anponent 
loadings and the measurements of the principal canponents upon each of 
the individuals are the principal c.anponent sc.ores. In this analysis 6 
principal c.anponent scores accounted for 88% of the variance in a 
reference sample consisting of 36 variables (36 RHL) and 340 observations 
(forams). Principal canponents are simply the eigenvectors of the 
' .. , 
correlatioo matrix and may provide sipificant insight into the structure 
of the matrix (Davis, 1986) . 
A PCA produces canponents that are calculated with respect to 
orthogonal axes (reference frame) based on relationships within each 
' 
.. -
' 
'\ 
,. 
specific data set. These axes are oriented to maximize the 
variance within the given data. and are specific to that particular 
sample. This makes canpa.risons of principal c.anponent scores fran 
different samples measured fran different orthogonal {reference) axes 
sanewhat meaningless. To eliminate this problem a PCA, using an 
algorithm frun Davis (1973), walt applied to a specific.ally selected 
sample c.onsisting of a broad spectrum of foraminiferal shapes. The 
fran this analysis were extracted and 
stored. This "reference" principal cc11q>0nent loadings matrix was then 
multiplied by the standa.rdized data matrix of each sample to a:101,ute 
principal ccmponent scores that could be directly canpared. 
The principal canponent loadings matrix L mrq,uted frcm R, the 
matrix of correlations anong the variables, is 
1 
L = A D2 (4.1) 
where A is the matrix of unit-length eigenvectors of Rand Dis the 
diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. If the columns of F, the matrix of 
principal ccmponent scores, a.re standardized to have unit variance then 
F* = Z L D-l {4.2) 
where Z is the matrix of standardized data. By substituting (4.1) into 
(4.2) we get 
* _l. F = Z AD 2 (4.3) 
which is equivalent to dividing ZA by the standard deviations of the 
principal c.anponents. If the principal carq>0nent.s are not standardized 
as enq,loyed in this study then 
34 
F=ZL (4.4) 
where L is the principal ccmponents loadings matrix (Mather, 1g,6) . 
Because of this relationship (4.4), principal canponent scores could be 
calculated for new data sets by post.multiplying their matrix of 
standardized data by the matrix of principal ccmponent loadings 
calculated frcm a "reference" sample. 
TABLE 4-1 
PRINCIPAL CUMPONENfS ANALYSIS VARIAII.E --
n - n1JIDber of case 
p - n1nnber of variables 
F - (n x p) matrix of principal canponent scores 
F* - (n x p) matrix of standardized principal ccmponent scores 
Z - (n x p) matrix of standardized data 
L - (p x p) matrix of principal canponent loadings 
D - (p x p) diagonal matrix of sample eigenvalues of R 
R - (p x p) matrix of correlations annng the variables 
A - (p x p) matrix of colUIIlll norma.lized eigenvectors of R Mather (1976) 
The sample used to c.cmpute the "reference" principal ccmpon
ents 
loadings matrix was a sample used within this study fran "Zo
ne" 10 of the 
Calvert Formation. This sample was selected fran visual can
parisons of 
c.cmputer plotted outlines of all the samples, on the basis t
hat it 
conta.ined (nmnerous genera consisting of) a wide range of shapes 
representative of the majority of those encountered in succeeding 
samples. In actuality, any sample could have been used to p
roduce the 
"reference" canponent loadings matrix as long as the same "r
eference" 
matrix was used in all succeeding analyses. 
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Mu] tiple discrimir1ant analysis (MDA) of the 6 principal CXJJqionent 
smres is used as an identification methcx:J, essentially to group sjrnilar 
shapes together. To implement MDA of any data set an a priori knONledge 
of group membership is necessary. Therefore cluster analysis, a 
classification technique, must be applied first to the principal 
a:1n1onent scores of a standard or reference sample. This establishes 
both the number of groups and their membership upon which future 
discriminant analyses will be based. 
Initially this step involved ccmpiling a reference sample consisting 
of a broad spectrum of foraroiniferal shapes encountered in all of the 
samples. A reference sample of 5(X) foraminiferal shapes, represented by 
their respective 36 rotated radial lengths, was caupiled fran 
approximately 30 shapes per sample believed to be representative of those 
encountered within each sample. K-Means cluster analysis, using B.IDP 
program KM (Dixon, 1983), of the principal ccmponents scores matrix of 
this reference sample was used to cluster these shapes into a manageable 
n,nnher of groups upon which further ccmpa.risons could be based. 
Cluster analysis is a multivariate statistica.1 classification method 
used to place objects (shapes) into relatively hanogeneous and distinct 
groups im such a manner that their interrelationships are revealed. 
K-Means cluster analysis is an arbitrary origin method which operates on 
the similarity between the observations and a set of arbitrary starting 
~ 
points (Davis, 1986). In k-means cluster anlysis, 'k' points 
36 
characterized by 'm' variables are designated by the prqtram as initial 
"centroids". A matrix of simularities between the 'k' centroids and the 
'n' observations is calculated and the closest or IIOSt similar 
observations are clustered with the nearest centroids. Observations are 
iteratively added to the nearest cluster, whose centroid is then 
recalculated for the expanded cluster (Davis, 1986) . Few if any 
statistical tests or theory have been developed or applied to cluster 
analysis and due to the large n,rmher of clustering techniques and options 
within, it is hard to judge the utility or results of any prcx.edure. 
Generally, the ccmbination that prcxluces the nost satisfactory results is 
utilized. While this leads to a trial and error approach, it is thought 
to prcxluce the best results. 
The results of the cluster analysis were judged on tv,o principles: 
first, the consistency of shapes within a cluster and distinct 
differences (non-overlapping) between clusters based on canparisons using 
ccmputer generated plots of the foraminiferal outlines; and second, the 
percentage of groups correctly classified as determined by a succeeding 
stepwise multiple discriminant analysis of the matrix of principal 
canponent scores and cluster designations. 
Initially, corq>lete linkage hierarchica.J cluster analysis WaS used 
but canparisons of results with plots of the foraminiferal outlines 
showed sub-optimal clustering of several groups. This was futher 
exeoq1lified by subsequent stepwise discriminant analysis, program BtIDP7M 
(Dixon, 1983), of the originaJ data matrix (principal canp:,nent scores) 
~"'\ . 
.... ·. 
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with each cluster designatioo. EMDP7M lists the percent of e
ach gior,ip 
correctly classified based upon the o:»01,uted discriminant fun
ctions. The 
percent of groups mrrectly .classified varied but conta.ined s
everal 
g:toups in the fifty percentile range. K-Means clustering \Ya
S tried as an 
alternative clustering method. An option of a.IDPKM is t,ha.t i
t all<Ms the 
user to specify the number of centroids or clusters. The num
ber of 
pre-determined ·clusters was varied until 32 gioups (clusters) -were J 
determined to accurately represent the reference sample shape
s based cm 
both visual and statistic.al corq>a.risons. K-Means cluster ana
lysis 
correctly classified 30 of 32 groups in the upper 00 percenti
le range {2'2 
groups 100% correctly classified) as determined by stepwise MDA. The 
rema.ining tv.o groups were in the~ percentile range and altho
ugh still 
very high, were lower bec:ause of their sma.11 size (e.g. 4 of 5 c.orrectly 
classified = 00%) . 
4.3.4 MlLTIPLE D ANALYSIS 
Multiple discriminant analysis finds the linear ccmbination o
f the 
variables (principal ccmponent sc.ores) which produces the maximum 
difference between the previously defined groups. A function
 that 
prcxiuces a significant difference, c.an then be used to alloca
te samples 
of unlmown origin t.o one of the original groups. K-Means cl
uster 
analysis of a c.cmpiled reference sample defined 32 groups. M
DA, using a 
program £rem Mather (1976), of the reference sample principal ccmponent 
scores matrix with each observation'~ cluster designation prod
uced a 'p' 
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x 'p' matrix of coefficients of the discrjminant functions aJ.oog with a 
'n' x 'p' matrix of mean discriminant scores for each of the 32 gJUJP:I 
evaluated at each variahle. These matrices are used in succeeding In\ of . 
ea.ch sample to classify all unclassified cases into one of the 32 gt'Oltp9. 
Fran these results, sample to sample cc1cqiarisons are based. 
4.8.6 GRAPHICAL COIIP.ARISCffi 
Multiple discriminant analysis of all sample sets classified each 
foraminiferal shape per sample into one of 32 possible nnrpho-groups. 
Fran these results, the percentage of each norpho-group present within a 
sample was c:a.lculated. The relative percentages of all 32 norpho-groups 
per sample were then graphed. Visual a:ioi>arison of these graphs was used 
as a tool for both discrimination and correlation of samples (see 
Appendix A). 
The total or accumulated percentages of four major Ill:>rpho-groups per 
sample were also calculated. These values are simply the· S1n111ia.tian of 
the relative percentages of the respective uorpho-groups conta.ined within 
each major norpho-group. Graphical cotg>a.rison of the accumulated 
percentages of four major nnrpho-groups illustrated large-scale shape 
trends. These results a.re presented in Appendix C. 
4.3.6 Q-MCIDE CUSTER .ANALYSIS 
Statistical canparison of the t.otaJ or accumulated percentages of 
four major iwrpho-groups per sample was accanplished by Q;oode cluster 
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analysis. Q mode cluster ana.Jysis, using ~ prc,t;•iilll Cluster, of.the 
• 
four major DX>rpho-groups percentage data was performed using Ward's 
method of cluster linlmge. Prior to the analysis, a data tra.nsfo1matiai 
was necessary such that observaticms were rec.orded in percent of the 
maximum value of that variable observed over all the samples, in an 
effort to avoid closed data arrays (the 4 accumulated percentages would 
sum to 100). 
Ward's cluster linkage methcxi (also called minimum variance) is a 
hierarchical clustering method which utilizes the idea that a clustering 
procedure should maximize internal ha1ogeneity. This technique minimizes 
the the pooled within-group sums of squares (the sum of the squared 
distances fran each point to its cluster center) at each level {Mather, 
1976). Simply stated, "the tvo groups to be canhined at any given level 
are those whose fusion produces the least increase in the within-group 
sum of squares" (Mather, 1976). Ward's methcxl facilitates the linkage of 
sroaJl, close clusters. Results fran Q-m:x:le cluster analysis of the four 
major nnrpho-groups were o:,tg>ared to trends observed fran graphical 
methcxis. 
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IBSILTS 
6 .1 PRINCIPAL 
Principal ccmponents analysis (P('A) of rotated radial length {RRL) 
data was used to produce a significant reduction in the data (f ran 36 RRL 
to 6 caoponent scores) witQ.out an appreciable loss of information. Six 
principal ccmponent scores were produced, accounting for 88% of the 
••• 
variance in the original data. These six new variables serve as ad
equate 
shape descriptors. 1be underlying significance of each principal 
c.anponent and its relative c.ontribution to the original foraroinifer
al 
shape, although critical to a shape study, is not easily ascertaine
d . 
.... 
~-
This is bec.ause there is not a simple linear relationship between a
 
principal c.cmponent score and the portion of shape that it represen
ts. 
An attempt to unravel the meaning or relationship of each principa
l 
ccmponent to that of the original shape led to a closer examination
 of 
the principal ccmponent loadings matrix. 
The principal ccmponent loadings quantify the contribution of each 
variable to the principal ccmponent scores. A orrq>uter-generated p
lot of 
the principal ccmponent loadings matrix (Figure 5-1) gives a visual 
representation of the principal ccmponent loading patterns. Each 
principal c.cmponent loading displays a distinct shape pattern which
 is 
specific only to the data set to which the PCA was applied. The lo
ading 
patterns resemble "bladed propellers", where each successive loadin
g 
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COMPONENT 6 
• 
COMPONENT 5 
COMPONENT 4 
COMPONENT 3 
COMPONENT 2 
COMPONENT 1 
~ POSITIVE LOADINGS 
• NEGATIVE LOADINGS 
Fi~e 5-1: Principal conponent loading patterns and average shape 
derived fran the reference sample (CS510). The outer and 
inner outlines of the average shape represent plus or minus 
one standard deviation, respectively . 
accounts for a different poi tiai of the originaJ By <X••• e.r:i ng the 
canponent loading patterns to the average shape of the sample set f:
n.m 
whicli the loadings were derived, the portion of shape that each coa
q,ooent 
loading accounts for bec.anes IIDre understandable. In Figure 5-1 the 
average shape of reference sample CS510 is plotted (middle outline) ale11t 
with plus or minus one standard deviation of the average shape (the outer 
and inner outlines, respectively). 
Several distinctive aspects of the principal canponent loading 
patterns should be noted: 
1. Each principal canponent loading pattern consists of an equal 
number of alternating positive and negative lobes generally in 
different orientations; 
2. The lobes are asymnetric beca11se they a.re constructed f rcm 
asymnetric foraminiferal outlines; 
3. Generally, the n,nnber of blades or lobes gradually increase with
 
higher number canponent loadings (exceptions do occur with data 
sets c.onta.ining a large diversity of shapes); 
4. The absolute value of the c.anponent loadings gradually decrease 
with higher n1rrnher canponent loadings as they account for a 
smaJler portion of total shape variability. This is indic.ated by 
the decreasing size of the c.anponent loading patterns; 
5. The relationship between a canponent loading and the portion of 
shape that it represents becanes increasingly carq1lex with higher 
number canponents as they acCDunt for less of the t.otal shape 
variability. This is particularly evident frcm the loading 
patterns (Figure 5-1). High negative loadings on canponent 1 
represent a shape elongation in the N-S direction and high 
positive loadings indicate an elongation in an E-W orientation. 
Yet, the signif ic.ance of c.oxqonent 2 loadings and higher are not 
as easily ascertained. 
6.2 K-MEANS CLIB.lBl ANALYSIS 
K-Means cluster analysis of a ccng,iled "reference" sample classified
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the original data matrix into 32 g:ioups or clusters . 
were identified fran a sample of ·5CX) foraminifEral shapes (ea.ch 
represented by 6 principal cx:mp:ment scores) felt to adequately represent 
the spectrum of shapes encountered within all samples. K-Means cluster . 
analysis was found to be the DVSt effective method of classifying the 
reference sample. This methcxi allows the operator to specify the ntunber 
of clusters in the analysis. Thirty-tv.o groups were attajned on the 
basis of t'YtO criteria: visual canparison of shapes within a cluster for 
simulari ties and between clusters for differences (using cx:1,g>uter 
' 
generated plots of the foraminiferal outlines); and results frcm MDA 
indicating the percentage of cases c.orrectly classified based upon the 
discriminant analysis. 
A visual representation of the 32 m:>rphological groups (clusters) 
was sought as an interpretive tool. This was accrng>lished by averaging 
the 36 RRL per foram of all shapes c.ontajned within each respective 
morpho-group. The average shape of each no~up was then plotted. 
These are illustrated in Figure 5-2. The plotted outlines of the 32 
morpho-groups verified their significance, illustrating each one's 
distinct differences as well as showing several loosely based shape 
continu11TDs. This was further illustrated by rearranging the 32 
morpho-groups into an orderly progression of similar shapes (Figure 5--3). 
ANALYSIS 
Once the visual signific:ance of the 32 unrpho-groups bad been. 
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Figure 5-2: Thirty-two morphological .groups. Original order determined by 
cluster analysis. 
x· 
Figure 5-3: Thirty-two m:>rphological groups. Rearranged to reflect shape 
continu1tms . 
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established, it was necessary to classify every foraminiferal shape 
within all the samples into one of the predetermined 32 mrpho-groups so 
harnx:mious c.cmpa.risons between samples muld be made. Multiple 
discriminant anlaysis (MDA) applied initially to a reference sa,,,,le and 
then to all sample sets acccmplished this feat. lllA of the classified 
"reference" sample produced a 'p' x 'p' matrix of coefficients of the 
discriminant functions and a 'n' x 'p' matrix of mean discriminant scores 
for all nnrpho-groups evaluated at each variable. These were then used 
in succeeding MDA of each sample to classify the unclassified cases 
(shapes) into the closest uorpho-group. 
&sed on these results, the relative percent of each IIDrpho-group 
present within a sample could be c.alculated. The relative percentages of 
the 32 norpho-groups present within ea.ch sample were graphed and sample 
results were overlain for visual ccmparison. The results were quite 
striking. Samples CS/00 and CN'2IYJ frcm Shattuck's "Zone" g of the 
Calvert Formation show very similar trends (Figure 5-4) indicative of a 
high c.orrelation of norpho-group relative ahupdances between samples. 
Sample ON'2£1J, collected fran the cliffs just north of Willows Beacli is 
located approximately 5 km (3 miles) dOYIIl dip fran sample CS/00, 
colfected between Chesapeake Beach and Randle Cliff. TYO samples fran 
"Zone" 10 of the Calvert Formation, CS510 and Cf,210, also display a 
strong c.orrelation to one another based on the relative proportion of 32 
norpho-groups (Figure 5-5) . What makes this relationship even nore 
interesting is a distance of approximately 22 km (13.5 miles) along 
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Figure 5-5: Graph of the percentages of 32 morpho-gi-oups- present within 
two samples fran "Zone" 10. 
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strike separates these tv.o. Sample CS510 was collected just north of 
Randle Cliff and Cl,210 came fran an inland exposure south of the town of 
Aquasco. 
These tv.o samples illustrate a very important concept, the ability 
to mrrelate samples fran similar stratigraphic levels both down dip and 
along strike regardless of local gEq?;raphic.a.l separation based 
exclusively on the shape distributions of the entire benthic foraminifera. 
fauna. Al~ evident fran graphs of the 32 DDrpho-groups is that in 
general, there are distinct differences between "Zones". Samples that do 
show affinities of another "Zone" based upon visual c.anparisons, are at 
IIDSt one "Zone" apart (see Appendix A). This suggests that whatever 
controls the distribution of foraminiferal shapes operating at this level 
is gradualistic. 
6.4 FOlR MAJOR MCJRPIIOLOGICAL GROUPS 
Visual examination of the plotted outlines of the 3'2 norpho-groups 
suggested the presence of several loosely based shape continu,nns . Closer 
inspecti~n led t.o the identification of 4 major nnrphologic.a.l groups. 
These are bean shaped (group 1-13), polygonal (group 14-18), bullx>us 
(group 19-24) and elongate IIx:>rpho---groups (group 25-32). See Figure 5-6 
(bean shaped norpho-groups) , Figure 5-7 (polygonal nx:>rpho-groups) , Figure 
5-8 (bulbous norpho-groups) and Figure 5-9 (elongate unrpho-groups). 
Total or accumulated percentages of the nnrpho---groups residing within 
ea.di of 4 agglanerated major uorpho-groups was used as a basis for 
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Figure 5-6: Bean shaped xrorphological groups. 
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Figure 5-7: Polygonal morphologic.al groups. 
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Figure 5~: Bulbous morphological groups. 
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Figure 5-9: Elongatetrorphological groups. 
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ca,qerison between different stratigraphic intervals ("Zones"). 
The four major uorphergroups indicated several interesting trends. 
'lb.ere is a distinct decrease in the accumulated percent of bean-shaped 
IIDrphergroups upsection. This trend continues throughout the Calvert 
(Plum Point and Calvert Beach Members) and Choptank Fo1ma.tians. It peaks 
in sample~ ("Zone" 5) near the base of the Plum Point Member at 
00.4% and steadily decreases throughout the manber (see Appendix B) frun 
86.6% in ~ ("Zone" 8), 8'2 .<1% in 0,210 ("Zone" 10) to 74.4% in CP312 
("Zone" 12). These values continue to decrease upsection through the 
Calvert Beach Member, in sample CE514 ("Zone" 14) at 69.2% to 52.7% in 
sample 0016 ("Zone" 16), and into the Choptank Formation frcm 55.5% in 
sample CN817 ("Zone" 17) to the lowest value, in Cldll9 ("Zone" 19), of 
42.5% at the top of the Choptank Formation. 
An opposite, although IIDre gradual, trend is exhibited by the 
elongate rrorpho-groups. These values range frcm 2.0% in sample CSID5 
upsection to 19.7% in sample CP312 of the Plum Point Member. Samples 
CS104 and CW&X3 ("Zones" 4 & 6 respectively) near the base of this manber 
are noticeable exceptions to the aforementioned trend with anana.lously 
high values of 14.1% and 20.7%, respectively. The elongate uorpho-
group values peak in the base of the Calvert Beach Member of the Calvert 
Formation and level off throughout the Choptank Formation with values 
ranging £rem 26.8% to 21.3% (Appendix B). The contribution of both 
polygonal and bulbous unrpho-groups in the Plum Point Member a.re 
relatively insignificant with percentages ranging £rem 1.6 to 6.5 and 0.0 
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to 1.7, respectively. Agajn, samples CE104 and CW500 are noteable 
exceptions, contajning 13.7% and 14.2% of polygonal and 4.8% and 2.3% of 
bull:x:,us DOrpho-groups, respectively. The canhined c.ontribution of both 
polygonal and bulbous m:,rpho-groups increases significantly within the 
upper Calvert Fo1mation and through the Choptank Fo1ma,tion fran 4.00 in 
the lO\Yer Calvert Beach Member (sample CE514 -"Zone" 14), 22.1% in the 
upper Calvert Beach Member, 23.1% in the lower Choptank, Drumcliff Member 
(CN817) to 32.9% in the upper Choptank, Boston Cliffs Member (Od119). 
All trends exhibited by the four major unrpho-groups evolve gradually and 
generally cross both member and formational boundaries. Graphical 
representation of the 4 major norpho-group percentages and asscx:iated 
trends are presented in Appendix C. 
Q-m:x:ie cluster analysis, the clustering of c:ases, was performed on 
the 4 major DDrpho-group percentage data to shed sane light on sample 
relationships. Using accumulated percentages as variables in the cluster 
analysis is questionable because they are closed data arrays - the four 
major norpho-group percentages add up to 100 percent. Therefore, the 
data were transformed such that observations (32 nnrpho-groups) were 
rec.orded in percent of the maximum value of that variable observed over 
all the samples. 
Results fran a cluster analysis are presented in a dendrogr~, or 
tree diagram, where cases linked at the s,oaJlest distances (lowest values 
of the distance function) are the m::>St similar and those linked at 
progressively higher levels beccme increasingly dissimilar. Results of 
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the Q-m:xie cluster analysis of the four major DDxpho-groups (Figure 5-10) 
support the trends illustrated by graphical means. Using a distance of 6 
as a cutoff point (see Figure 5-10), 4 clusters were identified. The 
first cluster contains samples frcm "Zones" 5, 8, g (2 samples) and 10 {2 
samples) of the Plum Point Member. The second cluster gl'oups samples 
fran "Zones" 11, 12 and 13 of the Plum Point Member and "Zone" 14 of the 
lOY1er Calvert Beach Member. The third cluster contajns samples fran 
"Zones" 4 and 6 at or near the base of the Plum Point Manber. The last 
cluster contaJns one sample fran "Zone" 16 of the upper Calvert Beach 
Member and samples frcm "Zones" 17 and 19 of the overlying Choptank 
Formation. This analysis further illustrates the gradualistic trend 
upsection through the Plum Point and Calvert Beach Members of the Calvert 
Formation continuing through the Drumcliff and Ibston Cliffs Members of 
the Choptank Formation. It also establishes the unique aspects of 
samples IB104 and GN5C.Y3, attesting to their scmewhat an< 1oalous values. 
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LABEL SEQ 
CW308 4 
CS70Q 5 
CW20Q 6 
CL210 7 
CS510 8 
CS205 2 
CElll g 
CE313 11 
CP312 10 
CE514 12 
CS104 1 
CW506 3 
CM716 13 
CN817 14 
CMllQ 15 
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Figure 5-10: Two-dimensional dencirogram illustrating results fran Q-mcxle 
cluster analysis of the 4 major morphological groups. 
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6 .1 SlllllARY OF RBLTS 
The application of a principal canp.:ments analysis to baJ1conious 
tv.o-dimensional benthic foraminiferal outlines produced 6 variables 
(principal canponent scores) which accounted for approximately~ of the 
variance in the original shape data. These six shape descriptors were 
subjected to Q-node cluster analysis which identified 32 clusters. 'niese 
32 clusters or norphological groups were believed to adequately 
characterize the variety of shapes present within all samples. Multiple 
discriminant analysis then classified all foraminiferal shapes in every 
sample into their respective IIOrphological group. Graphical ccmpa.rison 
of relative percentages of 32 Irorpho-groups fran faunas taken at discrete 
stratigraphic levels proved val11able at c.orrelating samples frcm similar 
stratigraphic intervals both along strike and down dip. 
Four major uorphological groups delineated frcm shape c.ontinu1tmS of 
32 IIx:>rpho-groups proved to be valuable as a means of derronstrating both 
intra- and interf ormational shape trends. Graphical cooi>arison of 
accumulated percentages of all IIDrpho-groups contajned within each major 
1rorpho-group established the means of distinguishing shape trends·. 
Q-trode cluster analysis of the four major m:::>rphological groups was in 
agreement with graphical COJq>arisons of different stratigraphic levels 
indicating a partitioning of adjacent samples due to a gradually evolving 
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trend toward elmgated and asymnetric shapes with time. 
• The total or accumulated percentages of the four major DD.t=phol(¥;.ic.al. 
groups indic.ated two major trends. The first trend is a toore or less 
mnst.ant decrease of bean shaped ioorpho-groups frcm near the base of the 
, Plum Point Member (00.4%) upsection through the Calvert (exclusive of the 
Fairhaven Member) and Choptank Formations ( <55 . 5%) . The sec.and trend is 
inversely related to the first and consists of two pulses. The first 
pulse produces a gradual increase in the proJX>rtion of elongate 
IIx:>rpho-groups throughout the Pl um Point Member (>2. 0%) into the basaJ 
Calvert Beach Member ( (26. 8%) , after which the percentages level off. 
The second pulse is evident frcm the ccmbined percentages of the 
polygonal and bulbous (asymnetric) IIx:>rpho-groups. While these asymnetric 
norpho-groups maintain consistently lOY1 percentages in the Plum Point 
Member ( <7 . 5%) , they increase th.rough the Calvert Beach Member ( upper 
Calvert Fm.) to signific.ant proportions in the overlying Choptank 
(>23.1%). These major trends are illustrated in Appendix C. 
The Q-m:xie clustering of major norpho-group data further illustrates 
the gradual nature of these trends with time as it clustered samples into 
a near linear sequence of stratigraphic levels (Figure 5-10). The 
observed trends a.re intriguing in light of the inferred paleoecology of 
these deposits. In essence, the observed shape trends closely match the 
shallowing and slight warming trend inferred for these deposits frcm 
·-
. 
. 
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f mrnal relations of none other than the benthic f orami nif era. The · 
CAlvert sediments, in general, were deposited in c.ool, shallow, temperate 
marine water with both a shallowing and slight warming trend present in 
the upper units. These t\\O factors (shallow water and wanner water) are 
most likely related beca11se even shallow water at the same latitude is 
warmer. The shallowing trend continued into the Choptank where sediments 
were deposited in shallower water than much of the Calvert, apparently in 
very shallON, cool to m::xierately warm water (Gibson, 1962). 
The ability to mrrelate benthic faunas fran similar stratigraphic 
levels along strike and down dip based on 32 IIVrpho-group percentages 
established the validity of the method. By condensing the 32 DDrpho-
gioups into four major norpho-groups, intra- and interformational trends 
could be quantified and canpared to established paleoenvironmenta.l 
information. The patterns of shape variation an:ong the entire benthic 
foraminiferal fauna is closely aligned with the established paleoecologic 
interpretations of Gibson (1962), Gernant (1970,lWl) and Kidwell (1982). 
While the four major norpho-group percentages quite drama.tically 
dem:mstrated the overall shift in environmental conditions during the 
middle Miocene they were not sensitive enough to detect smaJler scale 
fluctuations of paleodepth (see Table 3-2 for ccmparisons, Page 21). 
Any reasonable m::xiel of paleoenvironmental reconstruction bas to be 
able to explain ananaJous results. Samples CS104 and CW5CX3 fran "Zones" 
4 and 6, respectively are mut11aJ ly si mi lar yet coo1>are with samples at 
much higher stratigraphic levels (Calvert Beach and Drumcliff Manbers). 
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In this context these samples indica.te either shallow and/or warmer water 
• 
CDnditions than adjacent samples fran near the base of the Plum Point 
Member. 1-bNever, in light of previous discussions, these findings are 
either contradictory or reflect soaJl sea.le fluctuations not evident in 
other samples. First of all, the fauna f ran "Zone'' 4 (sample CS104) 
indeed may have thrived in relatively shallow water. Gernant (1971) 
stated that the total fauna (m::>llusks, ostracoda and foraminifera) of the 
Pyncncx:iote percrassa (an oyster) bed, .. Zone" 4, was indira.tive of dept.ha 
of about 25 to 30 meters. Kidwell (1982) believes that "Zone" 4 (her 
Ostrea facies) accumulated in shallow sublittoral depths which she 
defines as a "zone of frequent but noncontinuous physical reworking of 
the sea floor by higher energy fairweather waves, coastal currents and 
storm events." Indeed, sample CS104 may not be ancmalous but indira.tive 
• 
of shallow conditions that prevailed after the develoµnent of the basal 
unconformity on the surface of the underlying Fairhaven Member. This 
erosional surface apparently developed in very shallow sublittoral 
, conditions and WclS favorable for the develoµnent of an oyster bioherm. 
Sample GW5Ci3 fran "Zone" 6 is not as easily explained. "Zones" 4-9 
are interpreted as a confonnable sequence with a paleodepth increase in 
"Zones'.' 5-9 to possibly 40 to 55 meters of open ocean water (Gernant, 
.. 
1971) . Several explanations are possible. Portions of this benthic 
foraminiferal fauna may be allochthonous, either the result of localized 
reworking of older deposits or the rafting of nea.rshore and likewise 
shallower species by current and/or wave action. This a o:1t1Con problEm 
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in the analysis of foraminiferal faunas. 'lhe process of contamina.tion by 
h,nnan agency is always a possibility but in light of efforts made to 
prevent such an occurrence, it is not believed to be a viable 
explanation. Another interpretation is based on the variable and 
sc:metimes conflicting environmental conditions established by judgements 
based on different faunas. "Zone" 12 for example, a bone bed, is 
interpreted to have been dep::>5ited in wa.ter p::>5sibly as deep as 75 or~ 
meters (Gernant, 1971) based on invertebrates. Yet Whi1Atore (1971), in 
his discussion of vertebrate rema.ins;-fran the studied dep::>5its, reports 
numerous sea CDNS fran "Zone" 12. The nodern dugong, a close relative of 
the sea c.ow, prefers a wa.ter depth of approximately 15 feet (4.6 m). If 
the sea c.ow flourished in similar depths, a major depth discrepency 
exists. 
Clearly evident fran several v.orkers (Gernant, 1970; Kidwell, 198'2) 
is the existence of different litho- and biofacies within certain 
"rones". Therefore, environmental determinations for an entire "Zone" 
based on f aiina.J relations are biased with respect to sample location 
(provinciality) and the fauna studied. Whatever the ca11se of ancmaJous 
values frcm "Zone" 6, it is not felt to adversely affect the c.onclusions 
of this study. 
Gibson (1962) made an interesting observation in his v.ork on the 
systematic paleontology of the benthic foraminifera of the Atlantic c.oast 
middle Miocene deposits (including but not exclusive to the Calvert and 
Choptank Formations) : 
... 
Another interesting observation in both living and fossil 
Forami nif era is a unidirectional change in norphology in 
relation to what appears to be a unidirectional change in the 
environment. In many species certain characters such as the 
ornamentation and retral processes exhibit a definite trend in 
variation. On examination, this trend can be seen to be 
correlated either with a north-south direction along the 
coastline or a shallow to deep water depth .... As these 
m:>rphologic changes are correlated with environmental changes, 
with no evidence of geographical separation, it is suggested 
that the norphologic differences are only phenotypic, resulting 
fran differences in environmental influence upon the genotype, 
and not basic genetic differences. 
Intraspecific variation in foraminifera aui be either genetica.Jly 
derived or due to environmentally induced phenetic deviations. 
Phenotypic variation usually is related to environmental factors. These 
,. 
environment.a] fact.ors - temperature extremes, salinity, turbidity, 
oxygenation and pH, substrate nature - in addition to biologic 
interactions with the food supply and parasites or predators influence 
the growth of foraminifera (Tappan, 1976). 
factors also impact the distribution of species and c.onsequently their 
associated DX)rphology. Water depth, either directly or indirectly 
controls many of these factors, such as temperature, turbidity, 
oxygenation and nature of the substrate. While water depth alone c.annot 
account for the distribution of species and degree of intraspecific shape 
variation in benthic foraminifera, it may be a major c.ontrolling factor. 
Therefore, if nnrphologies are distributed systematically, then the 
shapes observed apparently reflect the major conditions which control 
their distribution~ noteahly paleobathymetry. 
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A. ME•HI> 
1. A principal axes method of rotating forarniniferal shapes to a 
ccxo,on orientation is extremely successful in producing mutual 
orientations for ccmparison of genera and species. This may be 
due to an inherent growth pattern in benthic foraminifera which 
preserves a major axis of growth translation even in relatively 
"circular" fo~. 
2. Six principal cc11q>0nents accounting for approxima.tely ~ of the 
original sample variance are valid shape descriptors of benthic 
foraroinifera. Subsequent analysis by a variety of multivariate 
statistical and graphical methods is necessary to extract the 
underlying significance of the canponents. 
3. Thirty-two groups derived fran cluster analysis a.re adequate to 
classify the shape variability within the entire population of 
foraminiferal shapes. Ccmputation and plotting of an average 
shape for each of 32 n:orphological groups prcxiuces a visual 
representation of the shapes accounted for within each group. 
4. Four major nnrphological groups - bean, JX)lygonal, bulbous, and 
elongate -- consisting of distinct shape continuuros are useful 
discriminators of intra- and interformational shape trends. 
B. GEOWGIC SIGNJTICANCE 
1. Correlation of similar stratigraphic levels (same "Zone") both down dip and along strike is possible based solely on benthic 
foraminifera shapes, regardless of local geographic separation. 
Discrimination of different stratigraphic levels is also achieved 
on the same basis. 
2. 'l\ro interrelated shape trends are present w:i thin the Calvert (exclusive of the Fairhaven Member) and Choptank Formations. 'lbe first trend consists of a steady decrease in bean shaped IIVrpho-
groups upsection frcm near the base of the Calvert to the top of 
the Choptank. The second trend is inversely related to the first 
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and is divided into t"YtO pulses. The first pulse consists of a 
gradual increase of elongate uorpho- groups through the Plmn 
Point Member peaking at the base of the Calvert Beach Member. A 
second pulse produces a steady increase in asymnetric nnrpho-
group (polygonal and bulbous groups canbined) percentages in the 
upper Calvert (Calvert Beach Member) to signific.ant proportions 
through the Choptank. 
3. The independently determi;ned major warming and shallowing trend 
present in these middle Miocene deposits is believed to be 
reflected in the t-wo shape trends exhibited by the benthic 
foraminifera . 
. 
4. The utility of uorpho-groups holds great pranise in 
paleoenvironmental studies based on benthic foraminifera 
apparently due to the systematic distribution of foraminifera 
shapes. The application of such a method may enhance results 
fran IOC>re conventional paleoecologic studies based on species 
abundances. 
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Major Morphologic.al Groups 
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84.~ 1.63% 1.31% 
82.04% 6.13% 0.8'2% 
84.53% 5.95% 1.50% 
81.40% 5.19% 1.7~ 
86.81% 4.00% 0.34% 
86.57% 3.84% o.oo:t 
62.7gfo 14.24% 2.26% 
00.400 6.51% 1.02% 
67.48% 13.7Cf/o 4.78% 
24.66% 
21.32% 
25.~ 
26.ro% 
15.83% 
19.71% 
12.7rf/o 
11.02% 
8.04% 
11.00% 
8.78% 
9.59% 
~.00% 
2.04% 
14.04% 
1 
- Last two numbers of the Sample I. D. indicate the "Zone". 
For example, sample CE514 is frcm "Zone" 14. 
-
32.87% 
Z3.10% 
22.12% 
4.oo:t 
3.81% 
6.400 
2.94% 
6.95% 
7.45% 
6.92% 
4.400 
3.84% 
16.50% 
7.53% 
18.48% 
2 
- Asynmetric uorpho-groups c.onsist of the canhined percentages 
of the polygonal and bulbous norpho-groups. 
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Graph of the total percentages of four major morpho-groups present 
within samples fran the lower Plum Point Member. The last tVYO 
numbers of the sample I.D. indicate the "Zone". 
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Graph of the total percentages of four major norpho-groups 
samples frcm the lower to middle Plum Point Member. 
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The last within 
two n11mbers of the sample I.D. indicate the "Zone". 
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UPPER CAL'JERT & CHOPTANK FORMATIONS 
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within samples £ran the Calvert Beach Member (Calvert Fm.) 
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